Creating an IoT
Wearable Application
while saving costs
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INTRODUCTION
ABSTRACT AND WEARABLE TECH

The rise of IoT Wearables opens up many
opportunities for new products, services
and customer value. However, building a
successful IoT Wearables application
comes with many challenges, including
security, scalability and the need to have
complex data processing algorithms in
place, which all result in high
implementation cost. This paper
provides details on how to address those
challenges by leveraging the AWS cloud.
Using application metrics in a test
scenario, the paper measures important
considerations in areas such as
performance, availability, security and
cost management. This document is
intended for decision makers with a
technology background, including roles
such as CEO, CTO, VP and Directors of
Engineering and Technical Managers.

IoT wearables are electronic devices,<
connected to the internet, that can be<
easily attached to the human body.<
Wearables come in several different forms;
watches, medical devices,< sensors
attached to shoes, clothing,< accessories,
bracelets and glasses. They< send sensor
data to a central system< through the
internet. Once this sensor data< arrives to
a central location, it can be used< to
provide a wide range of solutions in<
areas such as health, fitness, education,<
research, transportation, finance,<
marketing and even gaming, to name a<
few. You may outline the contribution of<
the report to the field.
54% OF CONSUMERS OWN AN
AVERAGE OF FOUR IoT DEVICES
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Why use AWS?
Reduction in Implementation Cost

AWS IoT allows application owners to focus their investment on application-related
components and not on generic ones, such as security, device management,
message broker, state persistence and rules engine implementation, to name a few.
From our experience, this can result in reductions of up to 80% in implementation
cost.

Faster Time To Market
Since AWS delivers infrastructure and IoT components that are production-ready,
teams< can focus most of their implementation time on components that are specific
to their IoT< application, such as business logic and customer facing functionality. This
accelerates< time to market significantly. In many cases, by up to 80%.

Scalability
The AWS IoT platform can process thousands of transactions per second and terabytes
of< data. As the load test validates, components in the AWS IoT platform scale
seamlessly as< demand increases. There is, however, the need to verify Service Limits for
a particular< AWS account. Service Limits in an AWS account can be increased by
submitting a request< form to AWS Support.
It is also important to ensure that the appropriate capacity is provisioned in
downstream< systems that are integrated with the IoT platform. For example,
DynamoDB requires explicit< provisioning of Read and Write Capacity Units. Lambda
requires explicit provisioning of< Memory, which affects compute capacity. There are
other services, such as Kinesis, that< also require explicit provisioning of capacity.
Therefore, it is important to understand how< capacity is provisioned in each AWS
component.
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Why use AWS?
Pay Per Usage

AWS pricing model is calculated on a per-usage basis (also known as pay-as-you-go
model). This results in cost savings for applications in the following situations:

Gradual usage ramp-up. Business owners don't have to pay for unused or overprovisioned infrastructure in the immediate period after a product launch, when
there are not as many customers using the application yet.
Steep spikes in usage. During steep increases in usage (i.e. right after a marketing
campaign or a special event), infrastructure can be allocated on-demand and scaled
back when usage decreases.
Cyclical usage. Many applications experience an increase in usage during predictable
periods. For example, high usage during the day and low usage at night. Cost can be
reduced by adapting capacity to these patterns.

That being said, it is important to keep track of AWS components that require
provisioning of capacity, such as DynamoDB. In these cases, application owners must
ensure that capacity is not over-provisioned and causing unnecessary AWS charges.
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Why use AWS?
Easier to Operate

Since all the components in the AWS IoT platform are fully managed, the amount of
operational tasks post launch are significantly reduced. Even though application owners still
have to monitor system, customer experience and business metrics, the majority of critical
operational tasks are managed by AWS. For example, Device Gateway, Device Registry, Rules
Engine and Message Broker are fully managed by AWS. Many integrations, such as Lambda, S3,
Kinesis, Redshift, SNS, SQS and DynamoDB are also fully managed services.

AWS and Its Extended Arms : AWS Service and its application

CloudWatch
Alarms

CloudWatch
Metrics

Trigger an
alarm, which
can itself
trigger another
action or send a
notification.

Record a metric
that can be
monitored by
customers,
developers or
operators. Metrics
can also trigger
CloudWatch alarms
when they cross a
pre-configured
threshold.

Kinesis
Streams

Send data where it
can be aggregated,
analyzed and
consumed by
multiple
applications, in
real time.
This layout is
good for
highlighting main
points

DynamoDB

Store data in a
NoSQL
database.

Kinesis
Firehouse

ElasticSearch

Store data in
an
Elasticsearch
cluster
managed by
AWS.

AWS Lambda

Republish to
another
MQT T Topic

Tr i g g e r c u s t o m
application code that
runs in
infrastructure 100%
m a n a g e d b y AW S .
Lambda functions
can transform or
forward data as well
as trigger other
actions.

Forward data to
a different set of
IoT devices.

Forward data to
data stores, such as
S3, Redshift,
Elasticsearch and
Splunk, while
applying
transformations
and controlling
batch sizes.

SNS

Data can be
forwarded to other
systems, or
broadcasted to
multiple
endpoints.

S3

Store data directly
into S3 buckets,
where it can be
analyzed or
retrieved at a later
time. Data in S3
can also be
archived using
Glacier, for
historical or
regulatory
purposes.

SQS

Data can be sent to a
queue, for further
processing, decoupled
f r o m t h e AW S I o T
platform. For example,
it can be processed by
on-premise
applications or legacy
systems.
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02
Things You Need to Know

Strong
Knowledge
of AWS

Vendor
Lockin

Capacity
Planning

Continuous
Management

Working with AWS IoT requires deep knowledge not only of the
AWS IoT platform, but other AWS services involved, such as:
• AWS Identity and Access Management
• Computer Services: EC2, Lambda
• Storage Services: S3, Glacier
• Database Services: DynamoDB, Redshift, Elasticache, RDS
• Analytics Services: Kinesis
• Integration Services: SNS, SQS
Only with this type of knowledge it will be possible to take advantage
of the full potential of the AWS IoT platform. Also, given the high
transaction volume and complexity of IoT applications, it is important
that development teams have knowledge in areas such as AWS
Performance, Scalability, Availability, Security, Cost Management and
Operational Excellence.
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02
Things You need to Know
The AWS IoT platform offers a fast and reliable path to launching IoT applications, but it
requires to write applications such that they interact with components that are specific
to AWS. This means in many cases it will be complex to migrate an application out of
AWS.
If vendor lock-in is a concern for your organization, then it is important to follow these
measures:
• Identify generic and AWS-specific components in an application and measure the effort it
will be required to migrate out of AWS for each component. This will give your
organization an accurate view of the degree of vendor lock-in the application is incurring.
• When faced with two similar technical solutions, if possible choose the one with the least
amount of vendor lock-in.
• Try to decouple backend systems as much as possible, by using services such as SQS or
ActiveMQ between AWS IoT and your backend. Make sure the backend is implemented
using generic solutions that can be easily migrated out of any platform.
Keep in mind that choosing the most generic solutions generally results in not
realizing the full benefits that AWS offers (i.e. seamless scalability, fully managed
services, pay-as-you-go, etc.)
Even though AWS IoT can scale to support virtually any use case, it is important to
understand that there are Service Limits applied to an AWS account. In most cases,
these limits can be increased from default values, but there might be situations where
they cannot. Therefore, it is important to understand all AWS Service Limits- for the IoT
platform as well as other AWS services that are integrated with the application.
In some cases, there will be a need to AWS capacity in advance.
Even though AWS IoT does not require provisioning of resources, other services might.
For example: DynamoDB requires a number of provisioned read and write capacity
units, Kinesis requires the provisioning of shards, Redshift and Elasticsearch require a
provisioned cluster size, AWS Lambda requires a provisioned amount of memory, etc.
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Things You need to Know

An IoT application running in AWS will use many different services. Each
AWS service has a number of price dimensions, which results in high
complexity when it comes to forecasting and controlling cost. While
there are significant cost savings associated to AWS' pay-as-you-go
model, it is also possible to over-provision resources or to have
inefficient application behavior that results in unnecessary AWS charges.
Some situations to be aware of are:

• Test and development environments with oper-provisioned capacity must be
identified and reduced in size.
• Application inefficiencies that result in high AWS usage must be identified and
corrected.
• Cost must be calculated pre-launch using load tests and real usage metrics. This will
help identify cost inefficiencies before the application is running in Production and
usage is high for extended periods of time.
• Cost must be monitored on a daily or weekly basis. Waiting at the end of the billing
period often results in a higher than necessary AWS bill. There are tools, such as AWS
Cost Explorer, that help with cost analysis. CloudWatch Billing Alerts send
notifications when cost exceeds a configurable threshold. Not being disciplined
about cost management can result in thousands of dollars per month of
unnecessary AWS spend.
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Deconstructing
the Wearable IoT

03
Network
The infrastructure and
configurations that are used to
transfer data from and to devices.
There are different types of
networks, protocols and topologies
that affect how a wearable IoT
device communicates over the
internet. For example, most smart
wristbands don’t connect directly to
the internet; instead they connect
via the Bluetooth protocol to a
central device (i.e. a smartphone),
which acts as a gateway to the

Devices

internet. This is known as a star
topology.

These are the internet-enabled devices that
consumers wear (e.g. smart watches, wristbands,

A different model is present in many

sensors attached to clothing, accessories, etc.).

smart watches, which connect

They send and receive data over the internet. One

directly to the internet using a

of the main challenges is manufacturing the

cellular (GSM, 3G, LTE, etc.) or Wi-Fi

hardware in a way that it can deliver a great user

(802.11) protocol.

experience as well as the technical requirements
in terms of power consumption, data transfer,

There are many possible
combinations of network, topology

availability and security. Devices also need to

and protocol in an IoT Wearables

execute custom embedded software that will

application, which will result in a

execute the desired application logic. But there are

different user experiences, data

other challenges, such as managing potentially

transfer rates, availability as well as

thousands -or even millions- of devices. An IoT

cost to maintain for end users. One

application needs to maintain a device registry to

of the key -and first- challenges is

keep track of all the devices that can connect to it.

finding the right combination of

This is potentially a complicated task to

these network elements for the type

implement, especially in applications with a large

of business model and user

or rotating number of devices.

experience the application needs to

deliver.
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Deconstructing
the Wearable IoT
IoT Protocols and
Security
Once devices are ready to transmit data through
a network protocol (i.e. Bluetooth, cellular, WiFi), there is also the need to choose a protocol to
handle the application-level interactions between
clients (devices) and the backend (i.e. message
brokers or backend servers). Some common
protocols are: MQTT, XMPP, AMQP, DDS and
even HTTP.
The sample application presented in this
whitepaper will use the MQTT protocol.

Rules and Actions
Once data is received by a central system,
it needs to be acted upon. For example, if
a customer wants to know when her heart
rate is greater than 180 beats per minute.
In this scenario, the IoT application must
be able to process incoming data and
evaluate against a set of pre-configured
rules, which result in a particular action.
In this case, sending back a message to
the end user.
Building a rules engine at scale can be
very challenging. The system needs to
evaluate every incoming record against a
set of configurable rules, in a timely

Message Broker

manner. This results in high throughput,

An IoT application requires a central

wearables application, one can expect

system to receive and distribute

hundreds of thousands of devices sending

messages among devices and backend

data regularly, which can result in

systems. Given its central role, the high

thousands of transactions per second that

volume of data transferred and the

need to be constantly evaluated.

low latency access to a data store. In a

potentially high number of connected
devices, a message broker needs to be

Failure in this stage can result in a

extremely reliable and scalable. This is a

backlog of incoming messages, which can

very difficult problem to solve, therefore

reach millions of records. In many cases,

most applications will use existing

customers choose to implement their own

message brokers, such as RabbitMQ, or

rules engine, which is a complicated task.

ActiveMQ instead of building their own.
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Deconstructing
the Wearable IoT
Analytics
In addition to real-time rules and
actions, most applications need to
present incoming data back to end
users in a useful way. For example,
display historical heart rate data:
average, maximum and minimum

Data Storage
Once data is processed, it needs to
be stored. Depending on the type of
application and how data is going to
be used in the future, there are
different types of storage. For
example: key-based storage (i.e.

heart rate, etc.

AWS S3), relational (i.e. MySQL,

Or correlate heart rates with other

databases (i.e. MongoDB,

types of data, such as sleep patterns
or number of steps walked in a
period of time.
Presenting data to end users
requires data to be analyzed and
aggregated in real time, so it can be
returned to end users in a valuable

Oracle, PostgreSQL) or NoSQL
Cassandra, DynamoDB), data
warehouses (i.e. Teradata, Oracle,
RedShift), data archiving (i.e. AWS
S3, Glacier).
One of the key challenges in an IoT
application is the high volume of

way.

data that needs to be stored. Finding

Also, more sophisticated

important technical decision, given

applications can go beyond simply
presenting historical data; they can
implement predictive and Machine
Learning models to detect patterns
and alert end users of relevant
trends (i.e. early detection and/or
prevention of a cardiovascular
event)

the right type of storage is a very
the high number of options and
substantial differences in
performance and cost for each data
storage option. Any inefficiencies
will be amplified by the high volume
of data that is present in an IoT
application.
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03
Deconstructing
the Wearable IoT
Know what to protect : Security

An IoT application needs to transmit and store data in a secure way, at all stages. This is one of
the biggest challenges in an IoT wearables application, given the personal and sensitive nature
of data collected, transmitted, processed and stored. The nature of IoT also brings many
interactions that are susceptible to potential security breaches.
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THE SOLUTION
Amazon Web
Services IoT
The
Challenges
Any IoT application will need software to be
embedded in the actual devices (e.g. Arduino,
Android, embedded C, iOS, and others).
Applications also need software that interacts
with the IoT platform for management
Software
Development
Kit

purposes or for updating/retrieving data.
Either scenario requires the existence of an
SDK, in order to simplify software
development tasks. AWS provides SDKs for
building application code in devices and
backend systems.
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The Solution
Challanges answered
AWS IoT offers a fully-managed Message Broker
that eliminates the need to deploy and maintain
servers to host one, reducing setup and

Message
Broker

maintenance cost for application owners.

The AWS IoT platform leverages AWS Identity
and Access Management, which is the

Authentication
and
Authorization

standard in AWS for authentication,
authorization and data protection. This
removes the need to implement custom
identity management systems.

Data processed by the AWS IoT platform can
be encrypted using AWS encryption tools
such as Key Management Service (KMS) at
both client-side and at rest. Data is also

Data
Encryption

transmitted in a secure way by using X.509
certificates.
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The Solution
Challanges answered
AWS IoT offers a built-in Rules Engine, which
removes the need to build one, saving

Rules
Engine

significant implementation time. AWS IoT
Rules Engine supports SQL-like syntax, which
simplifies the configuration of rules in the
system. An example is provided in the test
scenario below.

Once a rule is evaluated, an action is triggered.
There are a number of built-in integrations
with other AWS services, which expand

Actions

downstream capabilities in areas such as realtime data processing, analytics, storage,
among others.
IoT Wearables applications can potentially
result in hundreds of thousands of devices that
need to be managed, which result in complex

Device Registry

solutions to build and maintain. AWS IoT
offers a built-in Device Registry, which
removes the need to build one.
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The Solution
Challanges answered

04

IoT applications need to keep track of the state
of any given device in the system. AWS Device
Shadow is a mechanism that allows
applications to keep track and update the state

Device Status
Score (Device
Shadow)

of any device, even when connectivity is lost.
When a device is disconnected, AWS IoT
updates the Device Shadow - when devices
reconnect, they can update their local state by
retrieving the desired state from their
corresponding Device Shadow.

Takeaway
AW S a l l o w s o w n e r s t o f o c u s o n
b u i l d i n g a p p l i c a t i o n l eve l
c o m p o n e n t s a n d avo i d s p e n d i n g o n
i n f ra s t r u c t u r e a n d g e n e r i c
components, thus simplifying the
d e l i ve r y o f a p r o d u c t a n d s av i n g t i m e
a n d m o n ey. I t a l s o s ave s t i m e a n d
m o n ey a f t e r p o s t - l a u n c h f o r
o p e ra t i o n a l ex p e n s e s .
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Let's Build the
Application
This section will illustrate an IoT scenario powered by
AWS. We simulated user load at scale and collected
AWS system metrics, which are used to identify
important information in areas such as performance,
scalability and cost management.

Da a o e ed: Hea Ra e (bpm), s eps
Wa ed, d s an e a e ed

Scenario:
Wearable devices
that track users
vital and physical
activity stats

Pa oad: <100 b
da a ans e

Numbe o

es pe

Use s: 100,000

P
E
L

P

O
E

Da a T ans e Ra e: Ea h de
e sends da a
on e pe m nu e, esu n a a e a e a e
o 1670
ansa
ons pe se ond p o essed b
he s s em
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Let's Build the
Application
Data is then sent to
the cloud where it
is stored and
processed and
calculations done
real time

Actions are
triggered based
on incoming and
existing data

Use s e an mmed a e
no
a on when he hea
a e ex eeds a on u ab e
h esho d ( e 180 BPM)

onsumed a o es
a u a ed based on
he bod we h and
d s an e a e ed
OUR

The simulated device uses MQTT
protocol: WHY MQTT?
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Let's Build the
Application
M TT s ands o Messa e ueu n
Te eme
T anspo . Messa es
sen o e M TT a e
h we h , wh h ma es
dea
o
ommun a ons o e owbandw d h ne wo s and owpowe de es.
M TT o ows a pub/sub mode ,
whe e a
he e emen s n he
s s em ex han e messa es
h ou h a Messa e B o e , b
pub sh n and/o subs b n
o
. Th s
en /se e
de oup n
n eases au
o e an e, s n e de es an o
o
ne o a pe od o
me,
e
he n o ma on s no
os , due o he ex s en e o a
messa e b o e
ha eeps a
o s a e and de e
onne
.

In he e en o os ne wo
onne
, as soon as a
sou e o des na on de e
s ba on ne, he messa e
b o e w
de e
and
omp e e an pend n messa e
de e es. Th s ma es M TT a
ood so u on n un e ab e
and h h a en ne wo s. I
a so he ps n edu n de e
powe
onsump on, b
m n m z n
he numbe o
e es om de es n he
e en o ne wo
a u es.

onne
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Load Test Setup
and Walkthrough
Protocol: MQTT
Certificates: X.509

Device Registry: each virtual device is registered in IoT Device Registry
Load generators: multiple EC2 instances are launched to create load against the IoT
configuration.
Rules: If heart rate is greater than 180, trigger a Lambda function that sends a notification to the
end user.
IoT integrations:
DynamoDB table that stores data sent by devices. Once data is stored, it can be aggregated for
functionalities such as daily or historical reports.

Locust is an open source load generator,
which is used to simulate load against the
AWS IoT Message Broker. We simulated
100,000 devices in Locust, each one
publishing data once per minute.Data is
sent by each simulated device using JSON
format, which is lightweight and simple to
handle by backend systems .
The following is a sample message sent by
a simulated device:
{"steps_walked": 116, "miles_travelled":
0.05, "bpm": 120}Each simulated device
connects to AWS IoT using the MQTT
protocol and authenticated by certificates
issued by Amazon.
19
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Results

AWS IoT publishes metrics to CloudWatch, simplifying the monitoring of systems in
test and production environments. It is important to note that AWS IoT can scale
from 0 to a heavy load of 1,670 messages per second in less than 15 minutes, without
any issues.
It is important to note that no custom infrastructure components were set up.
Virtual devices simply connect to an MQTT endpoint provided by AWS, compared to
potentially weeks of implementation time that would have been required in a
custom solution.

AWS IoT :
Messages
Published

The graph above shows 5-minute intervals with at least 500,000 messages published to the AWS
IoT Message Broker, which is consistent with the expected average of 1,670 messages per second
for this test.
Data was generated such that the Beats per Minute reading in the simulated wearable device
would exceed 180 BPM 10% of the time.
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Results
The following AWS IoT Rules chart below shows that approximately 10% of
incoming transactions turn into an executed Action. The system can handle the

expected volume of incoming messages, evaluate Rules and trigger the appropriate
Actions, without failure

AWS IoT : Failure
and Success

Devices published messages to an MQTT topic named 'locust/thing/wearable'
This rule and action is defined in AWS IoT using simple SQL syntax, which simplifies
development and troubleshooting of rule configuration:

SELECT bpm FROM 'locust/thing/wearable' WHERE bpm > 180
It is also important to highlight that no custom infrastructure was configured in order to enable
the Rules Engine. Developers only have to provide the SQL statements that define how
incoming events are evaluated.
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Results
The graph below shows the number of times the Lambda function that sends a

notification was triggered, which is consistent with the number of actions triggered.
This shows that Lambda functions can scale to support the scenario under test.
They are also a simple way to implement custom logic in response to incoming
messages.

SNS
notification
Lambda
Function

In addition to Lambda executions, records are stored in a DynamoDB table, which given the
message volume, it would require a minimum provisioned capacity to support 1700 write
operations per second and 1700 read operations per second. The actual capacity numbers in an
application will vary according to application logic and data access requirements.
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The load test validates that it is
possible to implement and operate
a high volume IoT Wearables
application using AWS IoT and
integrate with other AWS services,
for backend processing and storage.
Given that all components are
managed by AWS, setting up this
infrastructure is a relatively simple
task.
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08

Before launching an IoT application, it is important to identify the
usage types that result in the highest percentage of AWS charges.
For example, load tests revealed that the most expensive usage charge
is related to the number of messages published ($3,656/month, or 45%
of total charges).
Application owners must evaluate alternatives that can reduce total
AWS cost; in this example, reducing message frequency by 30% would
reduce total monthly cost by approximately 18%.
You will see on the next page a table of all the costs specific with the
usage volume, which would result in the monthly costs and charges
displayed. These costs are optimized.
Calculations are for the N. Virginia region and assume 720 usage
hours in a month. Not included in this calculation are charges related
to SNS notifications, CloudWatch alarms as well as data transfer.
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Beyond Wearables
The Specific Application can also be
applied to multiple other scenarios

Monitoring Industrial
and manufacturing
equipment

Tracking of Fleets

Smart Metering

Environment
Monitoring

Smart Retail

Agricultural
Automation

Smart Cities
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